This is a quick reference guide for Coast Guard Reserve personnel. It contains the information in the public domain and is not intended to replace Coast Guard policy. Personnel are to adhere to the latest official guidance as prescribed by your commanding officer. This guide is not intended to replace the Reservist Training Manual, NAVRES 287-00. It contains information that may be considered sensitive and is intended for use by Coast Guard Reserve personnel only for wear. This material is in no way intended to replace Coast Guard policy. Personnel are to adhere to the latest official guidance as prescribed by your commanding officer. This guide is not intended to replace the Reservist Training Manual, NAVRES 287-00. It contains information that may be considered sensitive and is intended for use by Coast Guard Reserve personnel only for wear. This material is in no way intended to replace Coast Guard policy. Personnel are to adhere to the latest official guidance as prescribed by your commanding officer. This guide is not intended to replace the Reservist Training Manual, NAVRES 287-00. It contains information that may be considered sensitive and is intended for use by Coast Guard Reserve personnel only for wear.